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Stage 3 Burns; Plays Project Survives
by Robert Scholtcn
"We’re not cancelling anything,”
Michael Birtwistle, director of Stage
3 and GVSC faculty member said
Monday, two days after an early
morning fire severely damaged the
downtown theatre.
The New Plays Project, a series
of performances which was to have
opened at Stage 3 in the middle of
May has been moved to John Ball
Park’s Circle Theatre and adminis
trators arc anxiously awaiting reports
from insurance adjustors to decide
if they can reopen the building in
time for next season.
East Saturday at 2 45 a.m.
a passerby noticed smoke escaping
from several windows of the old
church and notified the fire depart
ment.
Vickie Sccburge, an area resident
who was on the scene hours follow
ing the arrival of the fire fighters,

said “they were really very careful
about the Injtiding They obviously
did not want to ruin anything if they
could help it." Nevertheless, they
were forced to cut open a door in
order to get into the building loc
ated at 22 Ransom NE. Several
windows which had already begun to
melt from the heat were destroyed to
allow smoke to escape.
According to Birtwistle, the
cause of the blaze, which caused
between $75,000 and $100,000
damage, was a short circuit in a wire
which ran along a beam under the
floor of the upper lobby in the twostory building. Although the college
had spent at least $15,000 in reno
vating the theatre in 1976 and had
installed all new electrical service for
the Stage lighting, much of the ori
ginal wiring system remained in use.
A bunch of yellow mums now sit
m a jar on center stage amidst peeling
paint and melted chairs. Although

the fire caused little structural dam
age, the heat it generated melted
moat everything within 10 feet of
ita origin and cauaed some of the
pipes in the old organ aitting in the
hack to burat.
The Mime Workera Company, a
visiting troupe who were giving three
performances there laat weekend had
to pack up propa and costumes
which had been mined by smoke and
water, and leave for Champlain,
Illinois Monday morning.
Built in 1881, the building's
first tenant was a Jewish synagogue.
A Greek Orthodox congregation later
bought it and used it until it was sold
to Grand Valley in the summer of
1076.
That October,
Stage 3
moved from a remodeled shoe store
several blocks away where it has
been since 1972.
The theatre has since become
the scene of performances for most
organizations associated with the
Performing Arts Center and advan
ccd classes in mime were meeting
there regularly.
"We were planning an early
opening next season,” Birtwistle said.
“James Reus Evans, who will be tea
ching in the PAC’s summer work
shop has agreed to stay on into Sept
ember and direct a production of
'Under Milkwood’. “I do not know
at this point what will be happen
ing.”
At this point the fate of Stage
3 seems to be in the hands of
GVSC's insurance company. Howard
VandcrVusse of Grand Valley's buscontinued on page 3

The Stag* 3 building formerly
housed a Greek Orthodox Church
(photo by John Haafke).
Where the Burning Began(photo by John Haafke).

Vows Active Senate

SS Elects First Woman Prez
by Susan Collins
Grand Valley has its first woman
Student Senate President in its
history.
Lenore Knox, a William
James student majoring in environ
mental studies, was elected SS presi
dent for the 1980-81 school year.
Teresa Ereon secured the position of
vice-president.
In her address to the Senate
prior to voting, Knox stated she felt

Faculty Drops Union Bid

Seating

Area

A fter

the

Fire; Blaze

Started

in
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by

John Haefke).

000 Sign Fest Plea
by Steven Verburg
“We’re not giving up yet," said
one Blues and Jazz Festival planner
as petition forms were handed out
Friday to students attending a hastily
organized meeting of persons inter
ested in keeping the annual festival
located on the Campus Center lawn.
By Tuesday evening students had
collected about 1,000 signatures ask
ing the Grand Valley administration
to reconsider their decision to
shorten the event and to move it to
Robinson field behind the Commons.
GVSC Vice-president for Adminis
tration Ronald Van Steeland, whose
Student Affairs Office oversees all
student events, said last week that
the Festival could not begin until
late afternoon this year because the
loud music would disrupt Friday
afternoon classes.
Earlier it was

decided to move the Festival to the
Robinson field site for the same
reason.
Festival organizers planned to
present the petitions to Van Steeland
Wednesday morning. They also plan
ned a noon rally on the Campus
Center lawn to discuss developments
with interested students and to
plan further action if necessary.
Tracy Tobin, a student involved
in planning the Festival, said she was
“keeping her fingers crossed" that
the petition drive would get a favor
able response from Van Steeland.
Apparently though. Van Steeland
would have to consult with Provost
and Vice-president for Academic
Affairs Glenn Niemcyer and with
Grand Valley’s academic deans be
fore deciding to allow the Festival
continued on page 3

by John

the Senate needed “a breath of
fresh air, new energy and a different
approach" to campus issues.
She stressed communication“first among ourselves, as individuals
and committees, then communica
tion with the students and also with
faculty and administration."
Knox secs a need for leadership
and direction in the Senate and feels
she can provide it. She is determined
that the Senate “flex its muscles”
and take a more active role on issues.
Activism is the key for the newly
elected President.
Knox said, “ I
hope my activism will spread to the
Senate and from the Senate to the
Students.”
Her mam priorities for the Senate
for next year are to increase student
participation especially in com
mittees, secondly to improve pro
gramming on campus—expressing a
special concern for the Blues and
Jazz Festival, and thirdly, maximiz
ing Senate power in general.
Knox admitted her biggest weak
ness is speaking her mind and occas
ionally as she phrased it "putting my
foot in my mouth.” She also felt

The Grand Valley State Faculty
A hearing on the case had been
Association has decided to withdraw
tentatively scheduled for May 7, but
its petition seeking to invalidate the
it was expected that MERC’s deci
results of the March 26 collective
sion would not be announced before
bargaining election and to drop its
June, too late to schedule a new
challenges of seven votes cast in the
election during the current academic
election.
year if the GVSFA petition were
“Even if our petition were upheld,
upheld.
we wouldn’t be able to hold another
Travis indicated that GVSFA sup
porters would continue their efforts
election until next year, and we
could do that by simply collecting
to achieve collective bargaining next
year.
signatures on election petitions
again,” GVSFA spokesperson Tony
Travis, said. “Given these circum
stances and the expenditure of re
sources that would be required by
both the administration and the
union, it did not seem helpful to the
institution as a whole to continue
The result, she says, is that infants
AMHERST, MA (CPS) The Uni
the case.”
can become malnourished and su
versity of Massachusetts-Amherst
In a petition filed with the
sceptible to disease.
has become the third school in recent
Michigan Employment Relations
Dr. Derrick Jellife of the Univer
months to join a national boycott of
Commission, the GVSFA sought to
sity of California’s Public Health
Nestle, Inc. products in protest of
invalidate the election on the
Services estimates up to ten million
grounds that absentee ballot proce the Swiss company’s marketing of in
infants
have died in underdeveloped
dures were unclear and may have fant formula in underdeveloped
countries because they were inef
countries.
affected the outcome of the election.
ficiently bottle-fed with manufact
UMass Auxiliary Services Director
ured
baby formulas, instead of being
An Warren ordered Nestle productsbreast-fed.
which carry Stouffer, Beechnut
The World Health Organization
Gum, L’Oreal Cosmetics as well as
also
has asked the formula manufact
the Nestle brands—removed from
urers
to stop promoting use of the
university stores, dining halls and
formulas in the Third World.
vending machines.
INFACT is also lobbying for a bill
Student groups at the University
of Pennsylvania and at Wake Forest
GVSC’s Pi Kappa Phi fraternity have also recently endorsed the
will stage a 50 hour “rock-a-thon”, boycott, Mary Swenson of INFACT
among other events to raise money (infant Formula A t Lion Coalition),
which has been organizing boycott
for the severely handicapped.
The fundraiser is part of the activities for the last two and a half
national "Project P.U.S.H.” (Play years, says student groups and food
Units for the Severely Handicapped), service operators at some 25 colleges
which is sponsored by the under and universities have resolved not to by Cheryl Brewster
graduate chapters of Pi Kappa Phi use the company’s products.
Although many college organiza
Officials at Nesdc’s American
Fraternity across the country.
The project originated in 1976 as headquarters in White Plains, N.Y. tions nationwide may be joining the
Formula Act Coalition
a way to offer handicapped children refused to comment on the UMass Infant
(INFACT)
in boycotting Nestle pro
boycott
for
the
time
being.
a more stimulating learning environ
ducts, this is not the case at Grand
Swenson says INFACT believes
ment. In the past conventional play
equipment has been a potential infant formula is “an inappropriate Valley
Nestle products include Stouffer.
danger to them, and less than stimul technology'” in Third World countr
ating. Already, four of the play units ies, “where the water supply may be Beechnut Gum, and L’Oreal Cosme
have been placed in the United contaminated, where there isn’t tics as well as the traditional Choco
enough fuel to boil the water and the late brands.
The college food service. Saga uses
cantoned on page 3 bottle.”

this was one of her greatest assets.
The 1980-81 SS Vice-president
Teresa Ereon is a CAS freshman who
is majoring in pre-med and political
science.
continued on page 3

Knox (photo by Paul Wortter)

National N estle’s Boycott Grows

Fraternity
To Stage
‘Rockathon’

recently introduced in the U.S.
House of Representatives. The bill
requires that American companies
marketing baby formulas overseas
demonstrate their formulas can be
safely used in often-primitive condi
tions. If the companies can do so,
they would get a license to export
their products.
“We resorted to a boycott of
Nestle because it is a Swiss corpora
tion that doesn’t sell its stock on
American
stock
exchanges,"
Swenson adds. “ As a Swiss com
pany, American legislation would not
have any effect on it, cither."

GVSC Concessions Sell
Some N estle’s Products
no Nestle products and the Campus
Bookstore sells only a few items.
Tom Grogan, Food Services Man
ager at Grand Valley stated that, “We
don’t use any Nestle products;
they’re too expensive.” Grogan said
that they use standard brands;
Royal, Hershey, Pillsbury, and
Kraft, which are purchased from a
local wholesaler in Grand Rapids.
Grogan concluded by saying “We
continued on page 3
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War Cries Conceal Economic Argument

Lanthorn Editorials

We Hope...
We hope by the time you read thii it will be out of date, a victim of our
deadline, and the willingness of the GVSC administration to linen to uni
fied voice of ftudenta on this campus.
We hope that Wednesday, following our deadline with the printer, the
GVSC administration took to heart student desires on this campus and
decided to move the Blue* and Jazz Festival back to the Campus Center
lawn where it belongs.
We hope the ad min inration was impressed with the number of students
who signed petitions, and with the number of them who rallied on the
lawn asking that the Festival be staged there.
We hope that by the time you read this the administration will have
decided that the Campus Center lawn is by far the ben place for the
fenival and the beauty of that day of celebration in the sun is worth the
trouble of cancelling or rescheduling a few classes; that GVSC's biggest and
best student event is more imponant than one afternoon of uninterupted
administrative activities; that the Fest should go on at full length on the
Campus Center lawn.

Senate Faces Challenge
I.ast week the GVSC Student Seanatc elected its first woman pres
ident. Ignore Knox and her vice-president, Theresa Ercon, stand with a
giant task before them.
For three years. Student Senate has been relatively dormant. It has
stood silently on the sidelines while the faculty and administration have
run the institution, not always in the interest of the student body.
This year, according to Knox, the Senate will become more active,
taking up the taunt of one faculty member by “flexing its muscles.”

by Raymond Stock and
Charles Vander W ' 1e
Proposals to register and draft young people
have drifted about Congress since compulsory
conscription ended with the Vietnam War
As American military power has lately been
perceived in decline, the public is now being
asked to “stand behind the president" and allow
its youth to be prepared for conscription. All
egedly, this would send a "signal" to the Soviet

Union.
It seems that Congress may succumb to ex
ecutive egging, and authorize the funds needed to
obtain the names, ages, and addresses of pot
ential registrants.
Yet, why should we "stand behind the pres
ident?”
Perhaps we have yet to hear the whole story
behind Mr. Carter’s request.
A recent study by the noted Brookings In
stitute, a policy-studying body in Washington,
has shown that the U.S. Army now relies less on
combat-ready soldiers and more on technicians
and specialists skilled in handling new manage
ment and weapons systems
This results in a steady desertion of man
power to the more cconomically-attractive
private sector.
Since the military has never been known for
its lavish monetary recompense for service, the
problem of dwindling enlistment might seem

easily solved by conscription
The arguments pushing beyot I mere registtrarion to the draft itself-which the president has
publicly resisted
-become more compelling
all the rime as a war like wave seems to sweep
the nation.
This militaristic mania-which Carter himeslf
fostered in response to Iran and Afghanistanprovides a cozy smokescreen for the real econ
omic reasoning motivating his call for conscript
ion capability.
The Sosdets, who may have theories of their
own as to why ue suddenly feel the need to rein
state this difficult (for us) institution, will have
little to fear from registration alone. Even the
president concedes that it can only shave seven
days from the 60 90 we will need to get draftees
into a real war.
And to avoid all this, all we have to do is
pay soldiers what they arc worth, and restrain
the cries for combat.

Fighting Inflation with Laissez-Faire
The news media focus on
inflation,
abstracted
other elements of the
world situation, as a majjor contemporary prob
lem. They then serve as
the bandwagon for con
servative elements, who,
by Jenny
wearing their vested in
Lehmann
terests on their sleeves,
purport to have a solution.
Both the Republican Party (in conjunction
with its local direct distributors DcVos and Van
Andcl, and their media machine) and a
slightly more extreme counterpart, the
Fricdmanitcs (monetarists) represent the most
powerful interest group-business. They seek
to address the desires of business while seeming
to address inflation.
The Republicans hope to unseat the Demo
crats this fall, replacing those who they hold
responsible for “big government" and thus,
for high prices. They feel that public spending,
actually a relatively small component of eco
nomic activity' compared to corporate and pri
vatc expenditures, is responsible for inflation.
Like the Fricdmanitcs, they claim that deficit
spending is financed by the creation of money,
which they say is inflationary.
The Friedmanites would like to replace the

Keynesians as bearers of the torch in the eco
nomics discipline. Employing backwards logic,
they maintain that the money supply determines
price levels. They conjure up visions of a
“government printing press" furiously spewing
out crisp new bills to “finance the deficit". They
imply that money is created on printing presses,
and that there is a connection between rhe
money supply and the level of government spen
ding.
Technically, “money" is created primarily
by loans, to business for investment and to indiv
iduals for consumption. In addition, money sup
ply is regulated to keep pace with inflation, as an
effect and not a cause of it. The money supply
may be increased to provide the means to pay
wages and prices as they increase with infla
tion. The government deficit, or spending in
excess of revenues, is financed by bond issues
(which arc anti-inflationary, absorbing money
which could otherwise have been used for con
sumption) and not by creation of money.
The two camps overlap. Both use simple, spe
cious and misleading assertions to further their
ultimate mutual aim-reduction of the size and
power of government and, conversely, increase in
the function and power of business. Inflation is
a secondary concern, if it is a concern at all for
these representatives of corporations and the
rich, both of which arc largely immune to infla
tion.

This will not be easy, as we are sure Knox and the new Senate realize.
The administration of this school is not about to give up decision-making
power to students. It does so only grudgingly with the faculty senate.
But that is all right.
No radical reordering of campus governance is required. The vis
ionary appeal of “a campus operated by and for students" does not make
the prospect of it likely. What the Senate can hope to do is confront the
campus community with proposals which would improve the quality of
student life, and which would tend to give students some control over
their lives on campus, where none now exists.

David Rockefeller, “the most influential pri
vate individual” in the United States closes rank
with his peers to advocate big busincss(which is
pervasive, despite its status as anomaly and ana
thema in capitalist theory). He secs big business
as a victim, according to a Christian Science Montor article last week, of “ ‘the American infatua
tion’ with environmental regulations and other
restrictions on the free market economy.” He is,
after the article, ‘‘concentrating his influence as a
banker and private individual on converting ‘big
government’ into a supporter rather than an ob
stacle ro big business.”
The very existence of big business negates the
myth of “ free market economy.” These people
arc advocating dropping the last vestiges of pub
lic control, a source of irritation to business, thus
granting legitimacy to an already nearly presail
ing condition^ the autonomy and omnipotence
of big business. Given the goals, methods and
record of this sovereign, the curtailment of its
power is the only sane course of action.

A long hard battle will need to be fought before students again sit on
the academic senate, before students have access to a just greivance
and before administrators will wonder, “What’s the Student Seanatc going
to say about this?” before making decisions.
Thtsc are the sorts of things a good student senate can do. Often
there will be no hope that their proposals will be enacted by the adminis
tration, but that is all right. Nobody could fault the senate if all it did
next year was fence the administration to refuse reasonable requests for
improvements in student life. That would, at least, make clear the posit
ion the student interest holds in this institution, a good first step toward
the awakening of all students here.
We are confident that Student Senate will have an active and pro
ductive session next year, and we pledge our support to those ends.

LANTHORN Latter* to ttw editor most include signature, address and phone
number of the writer. The address end phone number will not be printed. The
writer s name may he withheld on request but publication of anonymous letters Is
not encouraged. Letters which are legible end under 300 words are most likely to be
printed. All are ftibject to careful condensation. THE LANTHORN reeerves the
right to reject any letter

Editor,

Editorial Notebook

A Day in the Life
Are the “giants of corporate
management” who sit on GVSC’s
Board of Control just like you and
I?
The May 2 edition of
Workweek, “the Working Press”,
provided another clue by publishing
this short article under the byline
of Grand Valley Board member and
Amway president Richard DeVos:
When I'm in Grand Rapids, a
typical day might begin with a
meeting with the New Grand
Rapids Committee downtown at
7:30 a.in. Then I’d go to the Grand
Plaza Hotel to check and see how
the work was coming.
Back at Amway, there might be
a guest coming in to meet with. IH
spend time reading correspondence
and trying to keep up with it.

There might be a direct distributor
seminar of 200 or so people that
I’d be addressing.
The format
would usually be a question and
answer session which would last
for about an hour. There may be a
meeting or something else and then
I'll leave. 1 might go watch my son
play baseball ind in the evening I
{day tennis.
Somedavs I’D meet with the
administrative staff and those last
all day. I generally make one or
two speeches a week at colleges,
civic dubs, and churches as well.
If I’m on the road. I'm up at
7 a-m. I spend the day at various
meetings, make public appearances,
ghe interviews to the press and
poarihly q*eak at a major
OotL

Some additional comments and
words of appreciation regarding this
zylophone thing (sec article p.S) are
in order. First, l want to thank Greg
Todd, Dale Archer, John Roberts
and WJC Prof. Jim Clover of the PAC
sculpture studio for their ideas and
assistance over the last 4 months.
The drum and it’s music, especially
among primitives, symbolizes com
munication and is the peace offering
between warring tribes.
I built the thing to be played and
danced to near a bonfire under
moonlit skies by folks at peace with
the earth. If you (collectivly or in
dividually) qualify as such and you
“want a taste" you can find me
through the PAC theatre dept.
Dave Sibley
Editor,
I would like to make one correc
tion in a letter in the April 10th
edition of the Lanthorn written by

Gladys Sturdivant . She states that
she is glad she doesn't fit into the
‘‘niche of the Christian Reformed
with a Christian Reformed school
like Hope College.” Well, I just
want to say that Hope College is
run by the Reformed Church of
.America and not by the Christian
Reformed Church whose school is
Calvin College.
The Christian
Reformed and Reformed Church are
separate entities.
Also, Hope College has much
diversity behind its doors as well. It
may be of a different type than at
GVSC due to the different interests
of Hope students, but it is there.
Sincerely,
an ex-Hopeite

The Lanthorn
Steven Verburg
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Registration

Prof Panel Discusses

Makes Gains

New Ethics Code
l>y Raymond Stock
The Executive' Committee of the
(facultv) Senate (ECS) revised the
body of a proposed "Statement
.1 Professional Ethics" at its regular
meeting April 25 and has left the
door open for future refinement of
the document.
The most controversial parts of
the proposal, a two-page definition
of sexual harassment and a one-page
list of recommended procedures for
all eases of abuse of faculty author
ity, will not be considered until
May 9.
Spmc faculty, mast notably Gil
Davis, director of the GVSC Honors
Program and state chair of the
American Civil liberties Union
(ACI.U), ob|cct to the sexual hara
ssment description, which is identical
to that of the State of Michigan.
1-cnorc Knox, president-eicct or
the Student Senate, objects to the
lack of a recommended separate
complaint procedure for eases of
sexual harassment, a position that
Davis opposes. Knox is supported by
current SS Vice President Curt
Hansen and the Women’s Informa
tion Bureau (W1B).
The ethics statement was drafted
by a special task force, chaired by
WJC Prof. Pat l-ahinc, and was
presented to ECS three weeks ago.
Whatever final version results from
the May 9 debate will then go to
each college unit for consideration
before being submitted to the All
Colleges Vcadcmic Senate (ACAS).
Siiouid ACAS accept it, the pro
posal must then go to GVSC Presi
dent Arend Lubbers and finally to
the school’s Board of Control before
it can be legally binding for faculty.
At the April 25 meeting, some
faculty seemed surprised that the
ethics statement had to meet Board
of Control approval before it could
become a contractual agreement.

And, when asked if the document
indeed had to face the Board, GVSC
Provost Glenn Niemeyer, an exofficio member of F.CS, said that
"I don't sec this as vuncthing for the
Ad (Administration) Manual of the
Board of Control."
However, Niemeyer did not press
this denial when several faculty
claimed that the ethics statement was
definitely meant to l>e contractual
therefore requiring Board of Control
approval.
Presently, the Board of Control’s
Administrative Manual cites "moral
tcrpitudc" as grounds for removal of
abusive faculty, but docs not define
what that means
The five-page mam body of the
ethics text proclaims the responsibil
ity of facultv to “seek and to state
the truth as they see it."
A paragraph stating that politics
and nine? cxifa-vunncul^r activities
could he pursued so long as they did
not "hamper or compromise” faculty
freedom of inquiry was removed for
fear that a repressive administration
might use such a clause to limit
political rights
A section stating that faculty
“protect
students’
academic
freedom" was amended to read that
facultv "respect" the same on the
theory that teachers could not truly
guarantee student rights.

from page one
Knight (photo courtesy Art Hills).

Stage 3
incss office reported the unfortunate
fact that the company, INA, also in
sured Dejager Construction Com
pany, scene of a disastrous fire on
the same morning, as well as Hope
College which has completely lost
one building and had another sev
erely damaged by fire last week.
“Needless to say," hr continued.

W om an Prez
Her priorities for the 1980-81
Senate arc first establishing a strong
student voice on faculty committees
like the Curriculum Study Com
mittee
Other objectives for the
coming year include promoting
student involvement and Senate “to
getherness-”
Eicon acknowledged her main
weakness, also her strong point, is
a tendency to over commit hrrsdfYet, her goal for the next year is “to
represent the Senate to the best of
my ability
Tbe new p—
and n a - p i u
LAy~nr w a r ejected from three DOE

M odel U.N. Writes to Hostages
nor Milliken, the Michigan congrcs
sional delegation, the Iranian Perm
ament Mission to the UN, the L'S
Grand Valley’s eighth annual
PermanenT Mission to the I N the
Mode! United Nations Crtnfrrmcc
generated more than the usual deb Swiss Embassy in Teheran, and the
Red Cross.
ates and discussions this year
Dave Porter, Chairman of the Ad
In resetion to the recent events
Hoc committee and also this year’s
in Iran, student delegates drafted a
recipient of an honorary life-time
letter to the American hostages in
membership to the Model UN,
Iran which will be sent to Iran and
said,
"We’re using the shotgun
various other government agencies
approach-if
we sent it to enough
The letter was signed by everyone <
places one is likely to hit if not,
present at the conference
God help us.”
The organization plans to send
The action taken by the Model
the letter not only to the hostages
but also to President Carter, Gover UN is unique because usuallv the
by Susan Collins

from page one

Ereon. John Gariicki, and
mens
Knox, Knox was elected by a 14-7-4
margin.
The SS president is elected by a
majority vote of the Senate and the
vice-president is the nominee receiv
ing the second highest votes. Thir
teen votes established a majority in
the election.
This election established
firsts for Grand Valley ’s student
government. Not only is Miss Knox
the first woman S m itr president,
bat under the prrg n r constitution
die is the first president from WJC

contributed time and effort to FI
Centro Latino, the Senior Citizens
Advisory Board, the American Indian
Resource Center, the Muskegon
Jaycces, the Muskegon Exchange
Club, the Urban lxaguc of C,rearer
Muskegon and other service orgamza
tions.
While at Michigan State, he earned
three varsity letters in baseball and
served as an officer in student gover
nment. Since graduation, Mickey
Knignt has continued play ing base
ball with the Grand Rapids Sullivans
and
has twice traveled
the
Netherlands for International Com
petition with this semi-pro team.
Recently, Mr. Knight has an
nounced his intention to challenge
State Representative Gemt C.
Hasper, incumbent, for the 96th
District seat in the November elec
tion.

On May 6th Marvin “Mickey”
Knight, GVSC Board of Control
member, will be on campu,. His
presentation will be followed by a
question and answer period. The
session will be held in the Campus
Center Lounge at noon. Students
and staff arc welcome.
The appearances of Board of
Control members was begun earlier
in the year by Board Chair Arnold
Ott in response to suggestions that
Board members should be more
accessible to receive suggestions and
complaints as well as to speak dir
ectly to students and staff
A graduate of Michigan State
University, Knight has had a variety
of experiences as a youth program
coordinator, community education
director, chamber of commerce
planner, and public school teacher,
all in the Muskegon area. He has

Festival
to go on at full-length on the Campus
Center lawn if he is swayed by the
petitions.
It was College of Arts and Science
Dean Charles Sorensen who first
objected to the Festival’s proposed
2 p.m. starting time for taped music
and sound checks, saying it would
interfere with classes in Mackinac
Hall.

The proposed registration of
eighteen- to
twenty year old
men for a military draft is one step
closer to becoming reality as the
House of Representatives authorized
the allocation of 413-3 million for
the Selective Service System to be
gin the process at Post Offices this
summer.
Passing the House by a final vote
of 219 to 180, the matter will now
be debated by the Senate.
Rep. Harold (Hal) Sawyer, RRockford, voted in favor of the
allocation despite his feelings that
registration would not adequately
address the problem of manpower
shortages which trouble American
volunteer forces.
Another Michigan Congressman,
Guy Vanderjagt. R-Luther, who has
maintained his opposition to registra
tion, abstained from voting on the
matter.

Doug Fast and Linda Ketterer played at TJC’sShowcaseTuesdaylphoto by Paul Worsted.

Board Member Will Visit Campus

Rockathon

States The evaluation period is done
and the units are ready for produc
tion. This year the national PUSH
organization has named Michigan as
a recipient of one of the play units.
The Pi Kappa Phi chapters in this
state are trying to raise the needed
funds to accomplish this task and the
chapter at Grand Valley is no excep
tion.
The “rock-a-thon” will begin
3 p.m. Monday, May 12 and run
through May 14 at 8 p.m. While
rocking in their chairs participants
will be entertained by the dancing of
the “Shadow Dancers , and the
music of the “ Funk-Funk" band
on Monday night.
Tuesday is
Jazz night and the GVSC Jazz bands
will provide music starting at 8 p.m.
A “coke-folk” festival will help the
drawing of raffle winners on Wed
nesday, featuring the bluegrass band,
Horsefcather.
Raffle tickets may be purchased
from anv of the fraternity members
for SI.00 A stereo system, 10 speed
bike, tires, and a television set are
among the field of over 100 prized
that will be won. The prizes will he
on display in the Campus Center
Mam Lobbv the week of May 5.

In Congress

from page one
Last winter Festival coordinator
Stephen Aldrich decided to move the
Festival from its traditional site on
the Campus Center lawn to the
Robinson location in order to avoid
possible hazards posed by Zumberge
pond and the complaints usually re
cieved from faculty and administra
tors who arc bothered by the loud
music.

from page one
“they are a bit busy. They still have
ro t settled with us on the Kistler fire
so I don't dare say when we wil
know what their settlement will be
from Sage 3.”
Director of the Performing Arts
Center Arthur Hills, expressed sim
ilar concerns. “We want to remain
a part of the arts in Grand Rapids...
Stage 3 is a beautiful building in a
beautiful location and it has already
r .ovcn its value to us many times
over.”
An important question,
according to Hills, is whether the
stage's fire marshall will insist that
extensive renovations be made to the
one hundred year-old building to
bring it in compliance with mate fire
codes and fair access regulations.
These costs would not be in
cluded in the insurance settlement
which already requires the college to
pay the first $10,000 of repairs. This
could substantially raise the price of
reopening the theatre.
Asked about the future of the
building, Birtwistle replied. “It's
not the perfect theatre by my
standards, but. I'd hate to gme
it up.”

When objections from Sorensen
led Van Steeland to call for the
Festival to start later in the after
noon, Aldrich and others decided it
would be better to keep the event in
its traditional location.
In fact, at a Student Senate meet
ing last week Aldrich said that he
had been ’’pressured’’into his original
decision to stage the Festival on
Robinson field.
Before the meeting on Friday
when the petition drive began,
Aldrich and another student at
tempted to meet with Grand Valley s
Dean’s Council, which includes the
deans of each of GVSC s colleges
and Provost Niemeyer, to discuss
the possibility of retaining the
Campus Center site for the Festival.
Niemeyer refused to allow the
students to attend the meeting, sav
ing through his secretary’ that it was
“not necessary" for them to do so
because the Student Affairs Office
was handling arrangements for rhe
Festival. It was in Dean's Council
that Sorensen originally objected to
holding the Festival on Robinson
field.
The Blues and Jazz Festival has
been staged on the Campus Center
lawn since 1975.
This year Aldrich plans to elimin
ate jazz acts from the Festival be
cause in past years, he says, the blues
acts were much more appreciated.
The Festival, scheduled for May
16 this year, will feature John Lee
Hooker, the Fenton Rohm son Band
»im) the Brvan Lee Blues Band
Festival organizers said petitions
were available m the Student Senate.
tW Lanthom. and WSRX offices.
,tl I wtw I in the Campus Center.

students confine themselves to re
presenting various countries and pas
sing resolutions without taking any
u tion. According to Secretary Gen
eral Jeri Stevens, this is the first time
such an attempt has been made.

Despite passage by the House, the
bill faces a tough time in the Senate
from a coalition of women, blacks
and liberals who oppose the measure..
A leader of opposition in the ,
Senate, Mark Hatfield, D-Uregon, has'
said he will filibuster the bill if .it .
reaches the Senate floor.
Others who object to registration•
argue that the danger, of a •Senate
vote to halt the filibuster is growing
due to the increasing tension* over
the situation in Iran and a'rguiucnts
that the U.S. must present a signal to
the Soviet Union.
Opponents say that v concerted
effort must lie made to let 'Congress’
men know that many pcpplc object
to the resumption of i registration "o r'
a draft.
■ • *••... .

Stevens said the conference “com
bined reality and the students’
feelings,
adding it was difficult
for students, since they needed to
represent the policies of specific
countries in addition to their own
reactions as American citizens. Stev
ens also mentioned that four out of
the eight conferences held at Grand
Valley have been affected by some
thing out of the real world.
Porter remarked,
"The whole
place just exploded after the letter
was read Saturday.” It was then,
the General Assembly unanimously
decided to send the letter to the
hostages

Nestle Boycott
from page one
do not support INFACT because we
arc a sub-contractor with the college
and the decision would have to be
made by the college."
Grand Valley ’s Campus Bookstore
sell the brands ’Nestle’s Crunch,’
‘Choc-o-litc’, and ’$100,000’ candy
bars.
Dave 1-orenz, Director of Grand
Valley’s Bookstore said: “I plan on
purchasing what people buy. I’m not
supporting the boycott.”
"We are a multi-purpose store,
serving the needs of the campus and
the campus area. We reserve the
right to sell what moves and is fea
sible," he said.
"Some people think, for example
that we (the Bookstore) shouldn’t
sell cigarettes, Playboy magazines
and that we should sell text books
only," Lorenz added.
Lorenz concluded by saying:
“I’m in no position to support the
boyc ■ --id I’m not harming anyone
and w e,. providing services. This is
our normal pattern.”
The Campus Bookstore buys its
candy from Abraham and Sons Inc.,
which is located in Grand Rapids.
A local INFACT organizer. Rod
Sncdecker, of the GVSC Campus
Ministry , feels differently however.

He says “So long as we continue to
buy and sell Nestles products, we are
harming someone We can’t afford
the luxury of abstracting the
economic from the rest of life. ’
He continues "An issue of supply
and demand of Nestle s products
cannot be separated from the issue of
Nestle's policy toward infant nutn
non.”

Pro-ERA M arch
S et F or Chicago
A march to demonstrate support
for ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment will lie held May 10 in
Chicago.
Free bus transportation is avail
able from Grand Rapids. Interested
persons may call Martha Moorchead
at 454-4315. In Muskegon, a bus has
been chartered by the American
Federation of State and Municipal
Employees Local 2008. Muskegon
residents may call Laun Strait at
755-4278.

2nd Annual Student
Leadership Banquet
May 1 2 ,1 9 8 0
7:30pm
Multipurpose Room-Campus Cntr.

T ickets on Sale a t
B u zz 206 a t

Afl students, faculty,
and staff are invited.
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u,,thomA rts/Entertainm ent
7 don't want to rise
above m y race.
I want to rise
with m y race. ’

— Tillie Olsen
(photo by Paul Woratar)

(photo by Danit* Hill)

Tjlillio
llc o n *
uuv H
v>iavn*
by Sandy freed and Susan Krufer
"How many of you are the first generation of your
families to be in college?" she asked the audience of
about 300 students, faculty and interested community
members. At least half the audience shot up their hands.
“And how many are the second generation in your
families?” Another third raised their hands. (Mine was
among them; both my parents, drop-outs after one year,
returned in their forties and earned teaching degree?,
finishing just as I entered high school). Over 80% of the
audience were only first or second generation college
students.
In this simple question, opening William James Colleges
ninth annual Synoptic Conference last week, author,
worker, mother and guest speaker Tillie Olsen graphically
made her point: The privilege of education, previously
reserved only for the ruling classes, has only very recently
become available to most of us.
She never went to college, having left school in the
eleventh grade. But she was quick to point out that this
by no means made her a high school “dropout —in her
generation very, very few people went beyond the eighth
grade.
The availability of education is one of the elements
Olsen believes affects an individual’s opportunities to ex
press themselves artistically. “The only thing wrong with
privilege is that everybody doesn’t have it,” she said,
quoting Virginia Woolf.
This, coupled with obstacles of class, sex, and color
stereotyping have been major concerns thoughout her
life. Her written work on the subject, plus the evidence of
her own living, prompted the invitation to consider the
ways these stereotypes stifle- “silence”—creativity in the
conference: “Breaking Silences-. Our Work and Our
Voices.”
For three days participants considered lectures, panel
discussions, films, and readings from Tillie Olsen’s own
work, and readings by local writers.
Olsen’s writings were a continual catalyst: Silences, a
non fiction collection of essays published in 1978,
addresses the void creative people, particularly writers,
stagnate in while trying to find their unique voice.
Olsen is very concerned with silences-defining them
and finding their cause. Throughout the conference she
spoke of exhausted, numbed workers; people oppressed
by social or sexual status; and frustrated artists; all of
whom experience that disquieting state of social or inter
nal ostracism: silence, taking form in either the refusal or
failure to speak out, or in suppression from outside.
Her novel Yormondio. and collection of short stories,
Tell Me a Riddle, speak to die issue of die ordinary person
struggling against a life which appears, all to often, to be
controlled by bigger people, bigger organizations, bigger
forces, than one can deal with—and wory; of all, by those
who lack heart.
The family in Yormondio trades die misery and danger
of Wyoming coal mining for the imprisoning debt of
tenant fanning (“ I owing them after working like a team
of mules for a year”), and finally the grueling stockyards.

Voices that Need to be Heard
The wearing, silencing effect of this life on decent
human beings is graphically unfolded. Olsen docs not
paint pretty pictures of these people, ones you want to
hang in the living room because the color matched the
sofa. Her writing forces one to confront ugly, unpleasant
facts, and a life which often bedraggles and twists its
participants.

There arc some who find it hard to forgive her for this.
Others thank her: for voicing their own frustrations; for
identifying a culprit outside themselves (the family in
Yormondio think that all they have to do is work harder
and they will finally break out of their poverty; Olsen says
th a r poverty is not their fault. They are locked in by the
economic system that refuses to recognizes them as
human beings). But perhaps most of all for helping them
care.
The conference evoked different responses in everyone
but for this writer, a graduate of a small liberal arts college
who only recently plunged into this multi-college, univer
sity style scene, it was the response of caring among the
participants which made the deepest impression.
In this event I felt for the first time a sense of com
munity, of a body of people, however diverse, who held
something in common. That something wasn’t necessarily
political ideology, social status or lifestyle. It felt more
like people working together from different viewpoints,
united by this caring.
Speaking of how this caring takes expression in each of
us, Olsen said, “ It’s hard to think of myself as a writer. I
think of my work as relating to my mother self. The com
prehension of that self docs not come from me bearing
children, but having that healing sense.”
All the activities she has been involved in have formed
that healing sense: her girl life, worker life, mother life,
activitist life, student life, and silenced life. And these in
turn form her writing.

She is convinced that a writer must speak with a voice
that has truth, a voice rising from the consequences of
work, love, pain and honesty. To her, propaganda is
necessary to have the truth heard. ' All literature is pro
paganda-it holds something up to ridicule and expresses a
certain version of the world.” she stated adding Virginia
Woolf's words: “ Literature is that which gives something
to us, it tells us something.”
During the conference she spoke of other forms of
literature which allowed versatilityof vision and truth, but
excluded science fiction, which she said containts “the old
wars of domination of one sex over the other. (It) only
imagines in terms of great technology .”
The needs and insecurities of young writers was another
issue Olsen addressed, advising “never judge yourself by
the work of a finished writer. Never equate yourself
without knowing what (the other writer’) consequences
were.” She particularly addressed the importance of be
ing a non-writing writer: one who observes and records
what they can, lca.ing the language for later, not clutter
ing the immediacy of their own particular voice.
However she was quite clear that these necessary
silences, those which actually are part of the creative pro
cess, are wholly separate from those unecessary silences
imposed by circumstance. Her own career as a writer was
interrupted by twenty years which she raised her four
children. The daily demand of survival did not permit the
luxury of writing; it was only later that she began to find
moments to write (standing on the bus with her shopping
bag between her knees, a few minutes with a typewriter if
she got to work early.) Where is the time to write when
every moment is taken doing dishes, laundry, ironing?
Her short story “I Stand Here Uong,” the one work
closest to autobiography, has been praised for its por
trayal of this life, using the artifacts of women’s daily
lives and making it literature.

(photo by Danise Hill)

Her concern for women continues through her other
writing. In this context she noted that most traditional
women’s art, such as quilting and china painting came out
of restrictive times.
I ler message-do away with sexual inequality-became a
natural extension of her wish to voice concerns of work
ing people. She told the male world to not cut off women
because humanity’s realities are shared ones and our
struggles common.
Olsen’s particular mission seems to be to reveal the
voices of workers and share the common lives. She re
gularly cited the fact that “85% of all jobs are everyday
jobs,” the type that allows one no room for time, no
room for that distancing from the daily exchange of laborfor-wages.

-4
Olsen considered the voices of all these silenced people
too instrumental, too vital to our species to be silenced.
“ It is a human right to make a difference in our world.
We make a difference because the world can’t go on with
out our work.”
It was fitting, then, that the final day of the conference
included readings and original work by local writers. The
notion of a culturally depleted west Michigan was chal
lenged as numerous writers presented their works, includ
ing Margaret Willey’s Rachel, and her approach to enter
ing adulthood; James Bol's lament for Dorothy, friend
and teacher, Darlene Johnson’s tribute to her source of
love and strength; Bob Vances chant poems; Sherri
Redding’s sharing of childhood/motherhood dreams and
wishes, and several more.
The purpose of the Synoptic Conference is to present
to the community a person who has spent his/her life
working toward a creative vision of social change, who can
engage the community in dialogue that explores and com
ments on our society and time in a critical manner.
Tillie Olsen was invited because her work and life has
demonstrated this with perseverence and clarity. Yet she
refuses to be a model separated from the world. “1 don't
want to rise above my race,” she said. “ 1 want to rise
with my race.”
/
When given a standing ovation at the close of the con
ference, she confronted the audience. “Why are you
standing? I’ll tell you why. I have confirmed what you
knew in the first place. You are really standing for your
selves.”

What’s Happening...
R a n E arth-rock ooncart. 7 Mid 10:30

Oman WaUai.

7:30 pjn.. Thursday, May 1. OandvUte
U brary.3141 Wlhon S-E

Waw.Tbel
12 nos
5 Mid 7 .1 1 8 Louth.
M m 1—12 noon.
1. Zoom Forum of the

7.

1*1.75.

Grand Rapida: The Future tow n
masting lead by a panel of area lead ers.
7:30 p m ., Tuesday. May 6 , Fountain
Street Church.
Visions Beyond Tima dry h o e
narrated by Orson Walla*. This program
deals with the origins and dimamion* of
the galaxies. 8 pun. Thursday through
Saturday. 2 :3 0 p jn . Sunday. Ch eHea
PlanetMium. Grand Rapida. AdmbMon
S I 00 adults. 75c Mudants.

Voigt Mouse—opulent Victorian mansion
Is open the first Sunday of each m onth,
1 -3 :3 0 p jn . for glided tours. 115
College. S.E.. Grand Rapids. A dm teion
*23)0 adults. SI JO0 students
Id* Image of * e fem iri r a
Dennis Barrie, midwest
director of the Smithsonian Instrtutxm 's
Archival of American Art. 7 p jn ..
Thursday. May 1 . Grand Rapids Art
Museum. Call 450-3877 or 450-4676
tor defeat inform ation.
_____________ ____
The
Tamale
by Or.
irarituts w an t. T 3 0 pJtL. Saturday.
May 3. Grand I

H oag-paintings on
exhibition through May 30. Campus
Canter Gallery
Four Porters (Wives and Mothers)meciel show of works in cb v by four
west Michigan artists. April 7 3 - May S
Samarkand Gallary. 1560 Lake Drive
Artist* and Their Studios—organized by
die Archives of American A rt. a burse,
of th e Smithsonian Institute. May 1—2
Grand Rapida Art Musaurn.
Outdoor Sculpture—Do Wo Mood H 7 a public forum, opening reception at
7 p jn . and disci radon at 8 :3 0 pun.,
May 4 „ Race Street Gallary of the
Urban Inetituts for Contem porary Art
1064 Race S i . NE.
presented by T hai
and Spinners of Grand I
30 Grand Rapids Pubkc Library

Lunchbraak: Jamas Dopogny )azt
scholar. pianlR and acadsm bn whoa*
interests In jazz history and performance
come together in lecture and music.
12 noon Monday, May 5 , LAT.
C h rb t Supw stw —New York cast,
8 p m.. Saturday, M * 3. Grand Rapid*
Civic Auditorium , Ticket* t t and 80.
Call 466-3*26 for more information.

in a on* woman prow which induda*
sagmant* from ~A Rabbi in the *un“
and “The Amen Com er", Mm poetry
•tom her mltoction entitled "A Black
Women Speaks” . * p jn ., Monday and
Tuaday. May 6 -B . Spactnsm Thaatra.
110 Craaoant
N -E -, Grand Rapkfe.
Oaa Etna Osar M e CaMrao* t t m BfaaaaMd by dr* Grand Rapid* CM c
Th a n * . 8:30 p j il . May 1 -3 , Grand
Hapid* C M c T h a lia , cMI 486-7148
•ar defeat*.
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Hubbell
In
The Corner
They Didn VSee
The other night I was up late, sippin' a Little King and waiting for the
late night movie. George Lyin had just finished a tight-lipped proAmencan subjective broadcast; so, I was flashing through the stations
trying to find something a little saner, like an old fashioned ridiculous
lead-throwin’ western.
And sure enough, I happened upon a great
American classic, "The Hatfiled, and the McCoys,” starring jack Palance
and company.
I’m sure most of you are familiar with the feud between these two
clans. About midway through the movie, when the McCoys and Hatfields
finally exploded and were dropping like first term freshpersons, I suddenly
noticed the similiarity between their feud and the U.S.A./Iranian crisis.
Reza Hatfield was fed up. He had seen his county suffer from frustratuigly slow westernization. Reza decided to get tough, so he bushwacked
those who objected to his policies. This approach didn’t work and he was
forced to take an extended vacation across the river, in America county.
Well, the Hatfields weren t satisfied with the dogtailed disappearance
of Reza Hatfield. They (the Hatfields) remembered how their kin had
been butchered during the civil war, and now the butcherer was being
hospitably housed by the McCoys.
The McCoys were also irritated. They were told that Iran county was
important to their well-being. The McCoys were used to lots of venison,
and Iran county contained an abundance of deer, or so the venison traders
were always a-sayin’. It was true the McCoys had other food, but they
were use to venison. So, the McCoys sent a family of cousins over yonder
to Iran county to settle down and hopefully promote McCoy interests.
The Hatfields were outraged at the McCoys’ arms-open hospitality to
Reza Hatfield, the “ Hatfield bushwacker" as he was known in Iran county.
So, the Hatfields captured the McCoy cousins who were inhabiting their
county.
Rudhollah Hatfield knew the McCoys were afraid of attacking his clan
because he had McCoy hostages, venison, and Rudhollah Hatfield knew
the McCoy clan might not tolerate another conflict like their last feud.
At first, the clan head Jimmy McCoy endured the Hatfield "outrages,"
though he was receiving great pressure from the venison traders. However,
Jimmy McCoy wanted to show the Hatfields that the McCoys were tough.
He commensed to pressure the younguns of his clan in order to get a
sizable number o f McCoys ready to fight the Hatfields.
Time passed and bad feelings grew in the craw of both the McCoys and
the Hatfields. They swapped insults with each other from across the river.
Arguments broke out within the clans. Some of the McCoys felt the
Hatfields should lx- bushwacked; they still had the killin' fever in ‘cm.
The Hatfields’ were rejoucin' over their captives and the notoriety it had
brought ‘cm./ The If.-ft fields may have been a small clan, but they had the
Metftry hostages, Srid'the venison to sell to the other counties; they kept a
pointin’ out. So they rejouced and made the best of their situation.
Trouble seemed to cloud both sides. The Hatfields got into a skirmish
with some boys in the county next door. Bani Hatfield, the eldest boy,
took a hard line. He tongue-whipped all his neighbors, all the time
knowin’ they were fond of venison. One day, things fell apart.
The McCoys done fired up a bunch of their kin. The Hatfields were
fired up too, and confident when they started fightin’ with their neigh
bors. The fightin’ built up a frenzy until the McCoy hostages were ac
cidentally lynched. A Hatfield youngun had gone against his brother
Bani’s decree and the lynchin’ went on. The incident was just what the
McCoys were awaitin’ fer.
Jimmy McCoy immediately jumped on the incident as “the most horrid
crime this county has seen since the Pearl Creek confrontation.”
Jimmy McCoy was runnin’ fer mayor, so he took the hard line right
away. He gathered a bunch of his kin together, under authorization of his
brother the sheriff, and ordered the “obliteration of them dang Hatfields.”
Digging through some nibble, the aliens found a piece of cloth. The
cloth was decorated with little white stars and red and white stripes. The
aliens felt sad, they’d found the same item on many devastated planets.
One of the aliens looked at the other and said, “so many /tings de
stroyed themselves over a piece of land, a piece of cloth. They were con
vinced by their leaders that other beings were evil, so evil that they must
be killed.”
One of the aliens layed the cloth on the bare ground and said, “too bad
they didn’t see how precious life was, no matter what the people in power,
told them, no matter what soil they were bom on.”

Xylophone Resounds for TJC
by Nellie Duddlcson
"It's an impressive looking thing,
for Christ's sake It looks like an old
time railroad bridge."
David Sibley, describing his
TJC "sacrificial xylophone"
It happened the way creativity
often happens—an idea is kindled,
and, coupled with an inexplicable
inward drive, a process unfolds
and slowly thought becomes form.
For TJC student David Sibley,
the creative impulse
was sparked
in a University of Toronto audi
torium last spring at the Symposium
on the Humanities. On the last day
of the symposium, in a powerful
finale concert, the Paul Winter
Consort introduced a musical instru
ment resembling a huge xylophone,
but with a much lower range. The
keys were carved from large slabs of
wood and it was played with wooden
mallets. The primitive jazz tones
and sounds created by the instru
ment and the fact that it was played
by two musicians facing each other,
had a strong impact on David.
“As soon as I saw it, I knew I
had to have something like that,

The jazz scholar, pianist, and aca
demician began playing jazz piano
as a teenager and has had many
opportunities to meet, work, and

record with many of the legendary
jazz greats in the Chicago area.
He has toured world-wide with his
Chicago Jazz Band and recorded on
more than forty albums. You can
check out his free performance
at noon on Monday May 5, in Louis
Armstrong Theater.

David Siblay playing his handmade xylophone w ith Julie Brown on cam
pus lawn (photo by John Haafke).

especially after hearinv it nlaved.”
says David.
The result of this inspiration now
stands in the sculpture studio in the
PAC. What started out as a 500 lb.
maple trunk is now a 150 lb. wooden
xylophone, which David designed

John Den xer
by Chris Komor
la m always with you
You are always with me
We are one
We are one
We are here
I am reading the inscription at the
of the official John Denver tour
book which I have just purchased for
the tidy sum of $4. As always, I
am touched by Denver's sincerity,
but I’m not so sure that I can afford
to “ always be with” someone who
charges me $12.50 for concert seats
that are nearer the ceiling than the
stage.
As we make our way through
the sea of cowboy hats and lone
star belt buckles toward our perch in
the Gold Tier of Ann Arbor’s Crysler
Arena, I find myself wondering if
this particular concert is going to
be worth the cost.
I have seen
old J.D. more than once before.
Besides that, he's bound to be
doing a lot of tunes from his new
album, "Autograph”.
Since it’s
release earlier this year, “Auto
graph has been generally panned
by critics as simplistic, “elitest” and
out of touch with the mainstream of
human existence. So, as I sit peering
through my broken binoculars at the
still empty stage, 1 begin to doubt
hark

and built himself.
“ I had only a rough idea of the
process at first. What I was going to
end up with became clearer as I
went along. A lot of times I was
doing something, not really knowing
how it was going to turn out.

the sincerity of the inscription on
that over priced tour book.
Ten minutes later, I am again a
believer. In those ten short minutes
since Denver took the stage I have
laughed, cried (both for joy and for
sorrow) and even seriously contem
plated singing along with the band
(despite what my friends might
think). Like it or not, John Denver
has once again touched something
deep inside me and I know all those
critics are dead wrong.
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Perhaps, the media’s obvious
dislike of Denver is a -better indi
cator of their own dissassociation
from themselves than of Denver's
artistic prowess.
Far from being
“out of touch” it seems to me that
John Denver is very much in touch
with a level of human experience
beyond what most of us are aware
of—a level on which the childhood
spirit of love, aliveness, happiness
and celebration of life still exists.
And the public at large seems to
sense this for, despite his consistantly
terrible reviews, he is one of the
best-selling artists of all time. The

foxesT
51 Momue Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville

” 1 built the thing in a rush. I
could have taken more time, but I
wanted to finish before the closing
of TJC-as a statement to set free
TJC and all the good people involved
in those changes, and me, too,”
David added.
“ I don't know what to call it,
but if any readers come up with a
brainstorm of a name I like, I’ll
buy ’em a burrito.”

’*s

Autog

name John Denver is known in
almost every household from Allen
dale, Michigan to Fire Island, New
York.
The secret to Denver’s appeal
lies, I believe, not so much in his
music and lyrics but in the intention
and vision behind them. Listening
to his songs brings one back in touch
with those feelings, emotions, dreams
and desires which be buried beneath
the pressures of our everyday lives.
Through his music, John Denver
brings us back in touch with our
Selves.
“People write me letters and tell
me that my music touches something
deep inside them which they simply
have been unable to express,” Denver
says when introducing the song
“Autograph”. He is now standing
alone on stage—the band is on a
brief break in the nearly three-hour
show. Denver’s only respite is a cup
of tea as he performs hit after hit,
inciting the audience to clap, stomp
and “sing along if the spirit moves
you." Interspersed with his more
recognizable oldies, predictably,
come many tunes from “Auto
graph”.
Among them are “How
Mountain Girls Can Love”, the
moving environmental number “You
Say That the Battle Is Over,” and
the emotional “ Ballad of St. Annie’s
Reel”.

With this entire North town ad—one
ticket only $1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.)

Lunchbreak to F eature J a zz P ian ist
On Monday, May 5 at noon,
the Lunchbreak Series will present
jazz pianist James Dapogny.

"I wanted a really strong form. I
wouldn’t have spent so much time
on something that isn’t functional.”
Like the Paul Winter Consort’s
xylophone, David's can l>c played
by one or two people.
"The way it’s played with two
people-that's one of the things that
attracted me at first.
I'd heard
xylophones and mirimbas before,
but the charm of the thing is that
you do it (duet?) with a friend of
yours.
“ I love seeing people react to
it—they are all struck as soon as they
see it. Something about it invites
them, draws them closer.
1 let
anyone play it who wants to. A
lot of people come in and they try
it and can’t quit—they just keep
on playing.

T

Q U A D
2M> SftMi « 1. M tn .

I have heard Denver before, but
never in such good form. His voice
has steadily improved since he left
the Chad Mitchel Trio and this
night it was nothing short of spec
tacular.
The band (with several
new additions) is also the best it’s
ever been and, despite some acous
tical problems, gave Denver excellent
backup. If anything, the John
Denver “'how is a bit too well choreo
graphed with John repeating many of
the conversational lines from as far
back as "An Evening With John
Denver” (1975), but, then, maybe
one should expect a little over
production for the price.
If you can afford it, Denver will
be performing on May 4 at Wings
Stadium in Kalamazoo. If you can’t,
buy the album (although it’s almost
as much at $7.29 and up). It’s still
his most creative and exciting since
“ Rocky Mountain High”.

454-0539
1437 Wealthy

May 1 - 3

Little Darlings ®

Irish & Eversoul

With this entire Qual ad 1 ticket
only $1.50 (except Fri. & Sat.)

May 5 - 6

949-4880

ID

G ILDA LIVE n Where the Buffalo Roam
Starring Gild* Ratner
“S
Dustin Hoffman
(p**1
'KRAM
ER
VS.
KRAM
ER’
A LL T H A T JA Z Z

Night Train
May 7 - 8
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Softballers Win Fifth Straight Title;
Ready For Today’s State Tournament
“I told my players if they believe
it, they can do it,” the five-year
coach said, “And we did it, I keep
telling them, if they doubt it. .
Both teams had numerous chances
to score, but failed to get the needcil
base hit at the appropriate time.
The bakers left six runners on
base in the 13 innings of action,
while Kerris stranded five
In the top of the sixth, Ferris’
Schmidt and Abramouski each
singled, hut only to see the remain
der of the side retired.
A picture-perfect double play hv
laker Peg VanAntwcrp (third base),
Sherri l/strc (second base) and
Marcia Brcscol (first base) silenced
another Bulldog threat in the seventh
inning.
In Grand Valley’s half of the
seventh, VanAntwcrp was safe at
second on an error by Ferris' third
baseman and proceeded to steal
third, but the bakers’ hopes of

by Suzanne Joseph

w

Jo Maginity hurls one of her mighty pitches during her TO victory over Ferris
(photo by John S. Wanat).

Sue’s Views
by
Suzanne Joseph
// You Can A fford a S p o rts Program ,
You Can A fford A n A th letic Trainer I
I elling an athlete he can’t play is the hardest part of Doug Woods’ job.
Woods is the full-time athletic trainer at Grand Valles , when pre
venting and taking care of athletic injuries is no nickel and dime, band aid
business.
livery athlete at Grand Valley knows “Doc" some better than others
No matter what the season is, the training room, located in the fit Id house,
is almost always full, especially between 1 and 5 o ’clock in the afternoon.
I)
and bis staff, which consists of a full-time assistant plus nine stu
Jo,ir treat everything from a common blister to a complete tear of the
in-dial collateral knee ligaments. However, a blister isn't just a blister
to Doe.
f stress to my student trainers that sometimes it’s not just another
blister,’ ” Doc said. “We treat it (the blister) just like anything else.’
Since Mtgust, Doc has seen 6000 rolls (192,000 yards) of tape expire,
nit be thinks it’s worth it. Getting both ankles taped for practice is
common for football and basketball players. Nor getting them taped for
a unit- is unheard of.
Doc's objective is to prevent the injury before it happens. In the four
v in tb.it he’s been at Grand Valley, he can only remember four ankle
i ains that caused a football player to miss a game.
l .till feel with the prevention (tape), we may not entirely prevent
pram, but we cut down on the severity,” Doc claimed. "We cut down
>n tin amount of time an athlete is out of practice."
I> icrmining how soon the injured athlete can resume playing is a
tough decision for Doc. When deciding, he looks ahead into the future
o! the athlete.
"We don’t want to jeopardize the athletes health down the road,"
D.,e said. “I have a tough time convincing the athlete, because they re
not looking down the road. They only look to Saturday's game."
Doc’s philosophy at Grand Valley includes a more relaxed atmosphere
than you would find at another institution. “We still get the job done,”
he said. “We still get the athletes in here. The athlete has enough to
worry about in the classroom and on the field; he doesn’t need problems
in ti e training room.”
In 1976, Grand Valley hired Doc with the idea that he
would
Ik. the first full time athletic trainer at GVSC, and that he would develop
an athletic training program. Doc started from scratch, compiling a
curriculum necessary for an athletic training emphasis area in physical
education.
This course work of 63 credits includes 29 credits in the School of
Health Science, 24 credits in the physical education department, and 10
credits o f psychology.
Doc’s goal was achieved last June when examiners from the National
Athletic Trainers Association visited Grand Valley and certified its
program. They only had one gripe though. The)- didn’t like the idea
of a one-person program. This is when Doc hired Dave Tomkalski as
his assistant.
The maximum students allowed in Doc’s program is 16. lie now has
nine; Shari Smart, Donndla Powdson, Barb Muskovin. Dale Yoder,
Greg Bercs, Tom Johnson, Rod Lynn, Kurt Pitcher and Marvin
Scheirbeek.
Smart, Powelson and Muskovin are eligible for
certification, and will take the national exam in August Prerequisites
needed before taking the national exam (a four hour written test)
include a major and two teaching minors, plus the athletic training
emphasis area and an EMT (emergency medital training) certification.

It may have taken them 20 irtnings, hut they did it.
I hr baker softball team from
(.rand Valley won their fifth consc
cutivc Great Lakes Conference title
Monday, by sweeping a doublchcadcr
from previously unbeaten (in GLIAC
action) I erris State.
Ann Kancourt's bakers had their
work cut out for them. Because they
had lost one conference game (to
Wayne State) earlier this season, the
Inkers knew they hail to beat the
Bulldogs twice.
That they did, by identical
1-0 scores.
Sophomore Jo Maginitv had an
easier (and shorter) time on the
mound than did her teammate,
Senior Marie Hyde.
Maginity was the winning baker
in the first game, pitching the full
seven innings, scattering five Bulldog
hits while striking out two. Her
record is now 5-1.
I lyde, playing her fourth and final
year in a baker uniform had to face
44 hatters before picking up her
eighth win against three losses. In 13
innings of suspense-filled action,
Hyde scattered five hits and struck
out one Bulldog hatter.
The only run of the first game
came in the first inning when baker
senior Gindy Daincs led off with a
double, followed by sophomope
Jerry llcth’s single.
Sophomore
Karen barman singled to drive in
Daincs, and the bakers were on their
way to their 18th victory (against
seven losses) of the season.
l erris failed to score as they left
,i runner on base in five out of their
seven innings. Their first two hits
came in the third inning, as Beth
Newcomb and Dec Schmidt each
singled. However, .Maginity got the
next two hatters to fly out as she
retired the side and killed the
Iiuildogs'threat.

Peg Van Antwerp grits her teeth and
clenches her mitt (photo by John S.
Wanat).

Bulldog pitcher Sharon Siiekney
retired the next three bakers
Shortstop Pat Silyc made a diving
catch to stop another baker rail)' in
the bottom of the ninth, second
baseman Seeley assisted another
l.akcr out in the tenth (after a single
by Brcscol), and Silyc caught i short
baker pop up in the lltli (after
pinch-hitter Kim Martens singled).
By now, both teams were getting
impatient.
In the bottom of the 13th,
Brcscol grounded out to shortstop
and freshman Wendy Andersen
walked. Andersen was called out at
second with l.otrc's fielder's choice,
and Daincs singled. Ilcth then step
ped to the plate and connected with
her second hit of the d i\ which
drove in botre and tin winning run
of the game.

GVSC to H ost Tourney
by I .auric Benedict

Kerris threatened to tic the score
again in the sixth inning as l.eannc
Manoski singled and was thrown out
(trying to stretch her hit into a
double) at
second base by left
fielder Ilcth. Karlccne Seeley then
hit the only triple of the game, a
clean shot past Ilcth, but the next
Ferris batter flew out to second base,
leaving Seeley in scoring position.
Roxanne Abramouski suffered the
.-rrorlcss loss, as her record dropped
to 6-3.
In the nightcap, the rain held off
and the pressure stayed on, as each
team thought they were the better of
the two.
But there was never any doubt in
Rancourt’s mind.
She knew i cr
lakers would win, hut site wasn't
sure when.

finishing the game in the normal
amount of innings were shot down as

(**
*
Allendale Recreational Center
is the site of this year's- SMAIAW
Division I and II State Softball
Tournament, with GVSC as the
host.
The tournament, which starts
today, consists of eight division I
teams; Western Michigan (21-8-1)
coached by Fran Kbert, Michigan
State
University
(17-11-1)
coached by Gloria Beeksford,
Central Michigan (13-10) coached
by Margo Yonkcr, the University
of Michigan (15-9) under Gloria
Solnk, the University of Detroit
(5-5) under Jill Manion, Oakland
University coached by Rose
Swidzinski, Pastern Michigan (49) coached by Ann Johnston and

Wayne .State (10-9) coached In
Diane baffcV.
Number-one sc'rd Western, will
play Kastern Michigan, the Uni
versity of Detroit will plav the
University of Michigan, Central
will he playing Wayne State ami
Oakland will go against Michigan
State.
There are only four teams in
the division II race; seeded num
her one is lerris State (14-4)
coached by Monica Folske, Gram;
Valley ( i 9 7) headed by Ann
Raneourt, Saginaw Valiev i '))
coached by Ingrid Kupprat and
lake Superior under coach Deb
McPherson.
Ferris will plav Saginaw on
Thursday aiul Grand Valley will
play bake Superior.

,

Lakers Win Se ven Drop One to Siena
by Richard Plowden
In a week that saw them win
seven out of eight games. The Laker
Baseballcrs pet together a display of
hitting and pitching that (if consis
tent) should see them retain their
GL1AC title.
On April 22, the
bikers swept two games from Ferris
State and continued their romping
ways by sweeping two from Saginaw
Valley Friday and two from North
wood Institute on Saturday, before
splitting a doubleheader with Siena
Heights on Sunday.
The first game in Big Rapids saw
Grand Valley freshman Greg Walter
hold the Bulldogs to three hits as the
l akers won 7-3. Grand Valley hitrrrs complemented Walter’s pitching
as Scott Thurlow had an RBI double
and Matt Reno
had a two-run
homer.
Pitcher Boh Opland got all the
support he needed in the second
game as the Laker hats erupted for 19
runs, defeating Ferris 19-6.
.An
eleven-run sixth inning put the icing
on the cake for the Grand Valley hit
ters. Jim Ryan had a home run in
the fifth and scored three runs during
the course of the day. Brain Leja
had a three-run RBI double and a
two-run homer to lead the Laker
attack.
Against Saginaw- Valley, Freshman
Chuck Sleeper went the distance for
a 7 1 victory. Sleeper allowed only
six hits while striking out six and
walking four. Scott Thurlow had a
triple and two RBI’s for the Lakers.

Ken Schubert pitched the other
game in which the bakers slugged
thirtc.-n hits, and won 10-5. Kelly
Kolbe had four RBI's for the bakers
while Mike Rcnno and Larry David
each contributed two runs-batted-in
for Grand Valley. Jim llcrendecn
held off the Cardinal’s, and was
credited with a save.
On Saturday, the Lakers faced
Northwood Institute in what pro
ved to be no match. Bob Opland was
on the mound once again as the jun
ior struck out seven while giving up

seven hits. The 7-1 victory upped
Opland's record to four victories
with only one setback.
Matt Reno
Brain Ixja and Jim Ryan all had key
RBI’s for Grand Valley.
The second game saw Greg
Walter appear awesome as he shutout
Northwood.whilc allowing only three
hits.
The strikeout king fanned
twelve while walking zero in the 10-0
Laker win. Now 4-1, Walter got
more than adequate support from
the Grand Valley bats as Matt Reno

had a two-run homer and Brian Lej
hilra grand siam homer in the third.
Sunday, 'the tired Lakers hoste
Siena Heights and could only mai
age a split. The Lakers won the fin
game, 6-3. as Jim Hcrcndeen won h
second game of the year.
baker outfielder Iarrv Davii
collected four RBI’s and tlirce hit
in the second game, hut the Lake
pitching did not come through in thi
10-6 loss The pitching staff tha
held tight to win seven straight game
gave up 13 walks.

I 1
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Women Take Bronze

Laker Crews Row Strong in Wisconsin
by Chri« Berry

rowed impressive races.
The varsity women marked the
best Grand Valley performance of
the day as their third-place finish,
behind Wisconsin A and Wisconsin B,
was enough to cam them a bronze
medal. Since there were only six
women's varsity crews entered in
the race, the women did not need to
race in a preliminary row. Still, the
final race was filled with keen
competition as the women fought
off a strong Purdue team to acquire
the medal.
The varsity men had the tough
luck of rowing in the most compettive preliminary race. Their thirdplace finish to Purdue A an
Purdue B (by nine-tenths of a
second) cost them a chance to com-

Etes-vous pret? Partez.
With these words, the Grand
Valley crews were off racing the
giants of the Midwest, Last week
end’s regatta, the Mid-Western
Rowing Championship , was held in
Madison, Wisconsin and sponsored
by the Univ. of Wisconsin.
Other than
the
Univ. of
Wisconsin, others schools that fielded
teams were Kansas State, Washburn
(KA), Univ. of Michigan, Michigan
State,
Notre Dame,
Nebraska,
Purdue, Wayne State, Culver Military
Academy, Minnesota, Iowa and
Wichita State.
But even against
these many tough teams, the Grand
Valley crews held their own and all

pete in the finals even though they
had the fourth-fastest preliminary
time.
Although this was a sad setback,
the men were happy to have cruised
by and beaten the Univ. of Michigan
(a team that has beaten Grand Valley
twice this year) in the preliminary
race and to have come a close second
in the consolation race. This secondplace finish in the consolation race
earned the men a seventh-place
overall for the weekend, their
strongest showing of the year.
The novice women also had a
successful day as they earned a fifth
place finish against their fierce
opposition. They rowed a strong
preliminary race finishing behind
Wisconsin A and B to qualify for the

Jeff Chadwick, a freshman
from Dearborn, has been chosen
I^ker of the Week by The
IAnt horn sports staff for his
performance at the Hillsdale
Track Invitational last Saturday.
Chadwick qualified for the
nationals (to be held in Pomona,
California on May 29-31) by
finishing second in the high jump
with a finish of 6-8.
He also finished first in the
long jump with a distance of
22-734, and was a member of the
40U-medlcy relay team which
finished in third place. Other
members of that team were
Scott Barker, Del DeWeerd
and Fred Shoemaker.

finals. In the finals, the women
bettered their time and finished in
a respectable fifth place.
The novice men started the day
with a second-place preliminary
showing and finishing with an
overall fourth-place spot. Recause
of two slow starts, the men had to
play some catch-up-crew in both
races. They were nipped by a second
in the finals by Kansas State, ruining
their dreams of a bronze medal.
Next weekend, Grand Valley
pushes its puddles to Marietta, Ohio
to compete in the Mid-America
Rowing Championships.
Notre
Dame, Michigan State and Wayne
State will be some of the other teams
featured at this regatta.

C hadw ick Qualifies

(photo by John S. Wanat).

Golfers Tee O ff

Trackmen Improve

The Grand Valley golf team,
under the direction of Don Stafford,
finished eighth among 14 teams at
the Tri-State Invitational in Angola,
Indiana last Saturday, with 327
strokes.
This marked the first time Grand
Valley has finished ahead of host
Tri-State College, who completed the
course with 328 strokes. Ferris State
was the day’s champion with 304
strokes.

by Lionel Barnes

In the hammer throw, Kurt
Pitcher finished third with a toss of
Last Saturday, the Grand Valley
133-4.
track team traveled to Hillsdale
The Lakers placed in the pole
College to participate in the Hillsdale vault as Bill Davenport and Darr
Relays.
Leutz finished third and fifth with
Coach Bill dinger’s squad turned results of 13-6 and 12’ respectively.
In the 3,200-meter relay. Grand
in their most impressive performance
of the season as they finished third in Valley captured second place with a
a field of nine teams. The Lakers time of 8:17.2. Members of that
placed in 15 of 22 events and ac team were David Lodes, Paul Briggs,
cumulated 85 total points. Winner Kevin Deyo and Doug Kuiper.
In the 1,600-meter relay, the team
of the meet was Hillsdale with 145
of Jim Kaminski, Richard Tuller,
points.
Fred Shoemaker and Del DeWeerd
Jeff Chadwick, a freshman from
Dearborn, set a school record in the finished third with a time of 3:34.4.
Freshman John Harrof finished
long jump with a distance of 22—
7 %. The jump broke the old record fifth in the triple jump with a dis
of 2 2 -7 V4 set by John Fix in 1972. tance of 41 —10.
Chadwick qualified for the nationals
In the 800-meter relay, the Lakers
in the high jump as he took second
with a jump of 6—8. Chadwick was placed third with a time of 1:32.2.
also a member of the 400-meter and Members of the team were Scott
800-meter relay teams which both Barker, Fred Shoemaker, Chadwick,
and Kaminski. Grand Valley also
finished third.
In the 10,000-meter race, John took third in the 400-meter relay,
Jacobic finished fourth with a time as the team of Barker, Chadwick,
DeWeerd and Shoemaker finished
of 66:24.
Del Deweerd finished fourth in with a time of 43:9.
The Lakers will travel to Big
the javelin with his best toss ever of
Rapids Saturday to participate in the
155-10.
Hubert Massey placed third in the NAIA District 23 Track and Field
Championship.
discus with a hurl of 143—4.

N etters Drop Two
by Jeff Tikkancn
Although the GVSC’s men’s
tennis team dropped two matches
last weekend to the hands of leaguerival Ferris State (8-1) and MAC
conference leader Central Michigan
(9-0), the Lakers show encourag
ing signs of improvement as they pre
pare for the GLIAC conference
meet this weekend at Northwood
Institute.
Earlier this season, the Lakers
were soundly thrashed by the Ferris
squad (9-0), winning only one seed
and a total of 56 games. Last week
end the much-improved Laker squad
won one match, four sets and a
total of 96 games.

Number-two singles player Larry
Weiland came through for the Lakers
as he out-hustled Bulldog Don
Eglar 6-3, 6-4 in the last two sets.
The Central Michigan team is 2-1
in the tough Mid-American Confer
ence, and basically overpowered
the “walk-on” Laker tennis team.
Head Coach Don Dickenson feels
confident about this weekend. "Our
role this Saturday is to be the spoiler,
if we play up to our capability."

Staffords’s squad is quite young,
and fielded one returning letter
winner plus three freshmen on
Saturday.

F
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Miller Finishes Second
Diane Miller, a Grand Valley graduate, was the second woman to cross the
finish line in last Saturdav’r 6-mile run sponsored by the Michigan Heart
Association. Miller completed the course (on the campus of GVSC) in
44:06 (photo by John S. Wanat).
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Dickinson
cited
number-five
singles player, Sophomore Matt
Berman and nuinber-two singles
player, Junior John Korpi as poten
tial league champions in their respec
tive seeds.

Gifts for the Grad
° -rd s

Clothing
M em ory Books
Jewelry
Books
Perfum e
Brief Qases
Mugs
Gift Certificates
CAM PUS

W A SH & DRY
IL L A G E

z

FEATURING Step-Saver units
Self Service or S am e u av Drop o il Set vice
Attendent o n Duty

FOR YOUR

E IN V IT A T IO N

1

TO TH E FIRST CLASSES CALL:
(313) 477-2181
(616)949-9681
M

Announcem ents $.40 ea.
Inserts $.05 ea.
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■

CAMERAS
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'•(an' jn i H’jk*

1000 W. FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS

OUR PASSING R ATE IS 7 W

9

baturaay, June /, i^ou
Arend D. Lubbers Stadium
On Campus 11 a.m.

Commencement Regalia (Souvenir)
On Sale Beginning
May 5, 1980 $8.95

CFAH i
D ETR O IT
GRAND RAPIDS

F'reshmen Ted MacCready and
Jim VerPlocg led the Lakers with 77
strokes each, followed by veteran
Tom Hardecki with 81, and Tom
Dellaan with 92.
On Sunday, the Lakers traveled to
Big Rapids to compete in the Ferris
State Invitational where they also
finished eighth in a field of 12 teams.
Host Ferris State finished at top
with a total of 310 strokes, while
Grand Valley completed the course
with 337 strokes.
Leading
the
Lakere
was
MacCready with 82 strokes, followed
by Hardecki and Rich Bohn with 84
and VerPlocg with
‘ •

r *
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Laker of the Week
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Still undecided
about where to live this
summer or next fall?

A SPRING SEMI-FORMAL

“ THE ROSE BALL
LINCOLN LAWNS COUNTRY CLUB
FRIDAY MAY 2 9p.m. lo la . 111. CASH BAR

MUSIC BY

'THE WHIZ KlUS’

ADMISSION *2 a person *3 per couple at the door
ADVANCE:

*1.50 a person *2.50 per couple

PRESENTED BY
PI KAPPA PHI FRATERNITY
AND STUDENT SENATE

Grand Valley Apts.

Tickets At Buzz 206

has the solution:
SPRING SIDEW ALK SALE

Sunftner Rates (6/16— 8/17)
1 bedroom $280 total
2 bedroom $400 total

Cam pus C enter M a ll

M ay 7

All units completely furnished

•M iscellaneous Item s

•Spacious rooms

•S ch ool Supplies

•A ll utilities paid

•Q o th in g
•B o o k s

•Ju st 5 minutes from campus
LU

a

•M od els shown by appointment

S

Grand Valley Apts.
895-6351 or 243-2863

2
Wednesday, 10:00 a,m. - 3:00 p.m . §
A ll Sales Filial

_____________________________________ CAMPUS

t

i

9/1/80— 5/15/81
1 bedroom $250 monthly
2 bedroom $350 monthly

J
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